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You are now taking the first steps toward securing your life and the lives of your family and business

members. While most people believe that bad things, including home invasion, will never happen to

them, you are obviously different in taking this proactive step and buying this book. It has been

proven again and again that the proactive approach is always better than the reactive one. After

reading this book and watching the videos and additional e-books that come with it, you will

increase your awareness, hence, you and your familyâ€™s safety and well being. By reading and

implementing the procedures set in this book, you will learn how to most effectively use this book

and how to apply its most significant attributes to increase your overall safety.
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Having been involved in Police Services, Security Operations, Military Service, Force Protection and

once again Security Operations as a Director of Safety and Security, I have read dozens of texts,

FMs, white papers and attended specialized training in all of the areas covered in Home Invasion

Survival. The amazing thing is the thorough depth of this book in its dealing not only with home

invasion but all aspects of personal, family, civilian and even Uniformed Services Force Protection.

Everything from perpetrator tactics to defensive devices to active shooter maneuvers, bombs,

hand-to-hand combat, disarmament, handgun training, hostage situations, tactical medicine and

much more are all included in this affordable book. I recommend this book to everyone, and I mean

EVERYONE. It is an invaluable resource for every home, Uniformed Services HQ, Martial Arts

Training School, business owner, driver, and civilian.



I purchased the monthly  reading package and procedded to read everything I could on survival, self

defense and fighting tactics. Almost all of them were unhelpful and full on information that would be

useless against someone who knows what they are doing. The things that were good you can get

for free from other sources. Not this badboy. I went on ahead and bought a copy to keep.I was a

former Army Intelligence NCO, a Correctional Officer and police academy graduate. I have trained

Ninjitsu, Jui jitsu, and Muay Thai. I am in no way new to LE.The techniques in this book are

potentially lifesaving and I will be implementing them into my daily life.

Being a victim of a few attempted home invasion, I quickly became an expert of sorts over the next

couple years on home invasion and prevention. However this book is mind blowing and addresses

many things I never even thought of and has some great ideas. Read this twice and implement the

knowledge to protect your family. Don't think it could never happen to you or you are already making

yourself a target. Also check out the freebies he includes which are awesome. I actually even paid

for a separate course which is awesome as well. I hope to someday train with him at his facility in

Vegas. Check him out he is the real deal and has a great reputation. Hopefully he comes out with

more books as well. Get this book and you will see what I mean.

This book is full of really good information. Unfotunatly, it is very, very poorly organized and the

information is gruelling to get to. In addition, it seems that there were no editorial passes made in

this book, and I don't believe I found a single page anywhere that did not have at least one

grammatical error, or incorrectly used work in it - most pages more than one. The author attempted

to write this in a "chatty" format, but it simply doesn't work.Another issue, is the author makes

references to many techniques that one should know - such as "proper" flashlight usage, but no

where in the text does he discuss it. The author states that you need to rehearse your plan, but

gives no advice on how to set up the plan, what is the best way to defend your home etc.The "free"

video that is included is not included. It appears you have to follow a link to download it.Yes, we got

a few very good pointers form this book, and there are many things we will be acting on - and so, I

guess it may have been worth it, but the journey was horrible, the pictures not relevant to the text,

and the experirence was overall a slog through a tarpit. Too bad, as it is clear this author is an

expert in his field and I am sure has many valuable things to teach.

Very basic and common sense approach to secure your home. Once read continue with your

research into this subject matter.
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